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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is a unique, single-side textured scrim 
reinforced gray/black geomembrane manufactured using high 
strength polyethylene resins.  DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is desiged 
with our exclusive GeoGrip™ textured gray surface to minimize 
thermal expansion while providing a cooler working surface. 
The black layer includes carbon black and thermal stabilizers to 
assure exposed longevity.  Contrasting colors also provide a vital 
function for ease of damage detection during the installation.   

DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is manufactured utilizing a cast 
extrusion process to achieve a consistent friction surface with 
uniform asperity heights and is reinforced with a tri-directional 
scrim reinforcement to maximize tear and puncture resistance.  
DURA♦SKRIM® J-Series membranes are formulated with 
thermal and UV stabilizers to assure exposed longevity.  Custom 
colors are available based on minimum volume requirements.

PRODUCT USE
DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is used in applications that demand 
exceptional tear and puncture strength and resistance to 
thermal expansion.  DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is manufactured 
from a chemically-resistant, linear-low-density polyethylene 
with excellent environmental stress crack resistance.  

SIZE & PACKAGING
DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is available in a variety of widths and 
lengths to meet the project requirements.  Large diameter mill 
rolls are available to assure an efficient seaming process.  Factory 
welded panels are produced in a quality controlled environment 
and are accordion folded and tightly rolled on a heavy-duty 
core for ease of handling and time saving installation.
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DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is a unique, single-side textured scrim reinforced gray/black 
geomembrane manufactured using high strength polyethylene resins.  DURA♦SKRIM® 
J30DT1 is desiged with our exclusive GeoGrip™ textured gray surface to minimize thermal 
expansion while providing a cooler working surface. The black layer includes carbon black 
and thermal stabilizers to assure exposed longevity.  Contrasting colors also provide a vital 
function for ease of damage detection during the installation.   

DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1 is manufactured utilizing a cast extrusion process to achieve 
a consistent friction surface with uniform asperity heights and is reinforced with a tri-
directional scrim reinforcement to maximize tear and puncture resistance.  DURA♦SKRIM® 
J-Series membranes are formulated with thermal and UV stabilizers to assure exposed
longevity.  Custom colors are available based on minimum volume requirements.
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DURA♦SKRIM® J30DT1

TYPICAL

PROPERTIES TEST METHOD IMPERIAL METRIC

AppeArAnce Gray/Black 1-Side Texture

Thickness, nominAl ASTM D5994 30 Mil 0.76 mm

AsperiTy heighT 24 Mil 0.61 mm

WeighT ASTM D751 125 lbs/MSF 610 g/m²

consTrucTion Extrusion laminated with scrim reinforcement

² grAb Tensile sTrengTh ASTM D7004 150 lbs 667 N

² grAb Tensile elongATion ASTM D7004 50 % 50 %

³ Tongue TeAr ASTM D5884 50 lbs 222 N

cbr puncTure resisTAnce ASTM D6241 375 lbs 1668 N

WVTr ASTM E96 0.011 grains/ft²•hr 0.184 g/m²•day

perm rATing ASTM E96 0.027 Perms 0.018 g/m²•day•mm Hg

hydrAulic conducTiViTy ASTM E96 2.2x10-10 cm/sec

mAximum sTATic use TemperATure 180° F 82° C

minimum sTATic use TemperATure -70° F -57° C

² Tests are an average of primary reinforcement directions.
³ Tests are an average of machine and transverse directions.

Note:  To the best of our knowledge, unless otherwise stated, these are typical property values and are intended as guides only, 
not as specification limits. Chemical resistance, odor transmission, longevity as well as other performance criteria is not implied or 
given and actual testing must be performed for applicability in specific applications and/or conditions. VIAFLEX MAKES NO 
WARRANTIES AS TO THE FITNESS FOR A SPECIFIC USE OR MERCHANTABILITY OF PRODUCTS REFERRED TO, no guarantee of 
satisfactory results from reliance upon contained information or recommendations and disclaims all liability for resulting loss or 
damage.  Limited Warranty available at www.viaflex.com
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